
BERKER SOCKET OUTLETS 

 

Berker is a renowned brand in the electrical industry, recognised for its 

innovative and high-quality products. Among its extensive range of 

electrical solutions, Berker socket outlets are reliable and stylish 

components that cater to the diverse needs of its customers. These 

outlets seamlessly blend functionality with aesthetic appeal, making 

them a popular choice for today’s design engineers. 

Alan Butcher Components is the official UK distributor and agent for 

the Berker Integro range of socket outlets.  We hold stock at our 

warehouse in Blandford and are available to assist with any quotation 

requests or technical queries.   Below are some of the reasons that we 

believe sets Berker apart as a leading manufacturer of socket outlets 

and switch systems: 

  

Emphasis on design.  Berker understands that electrical outlets are 

not just functional components; they are also integral elements of 

design.  As such, Berker has invested time and effort in creating 

https://berker-business-solutions.de/85.htm


socket outlets that complement various styles and themes. The 

outlets are available in a range of finishes, from classic white to 

modern metallic tones, allowing design engineers to choose options 

that match their products. 

•  

Socket Outlet 

Code: 9-4195-25-XX 
SCHUKO socket outlet with enhanced contact protection 

 

•  
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Socket Outlet 

Code: 9-6262-25-XX 
British standard, 13A/250V socket 

 

  

Safety & Convenience. Berker socket outlets are designed with both 

safety and convenience in mind. The outlets are equipped with 

advanced safety features, including childproof mechanisms and built-

in surge protection. These safety measures ensure that users, 

especially those with young children, can enjoy peace of mind 

knowing that their electrical outlets are secure. Additionally, Berker 

outlets are easy to install as they screw fit into a panel. 

  

Versatility. The versatility of Berker socket outlets is another notable 

aspect. The brand offers a variety of outlet types, including standard 

power outlets, USB outlets, multimedia outlets, and more. This 

diversity allows users to customise their electrical installations based 

on their specific requirements. Furthermore, Berker manufactures 

socket outlets for various countries. This ensures continuity of 

product design as the outlets are interchangeable. Whether charging 

devices, connecting multimedia equipment, or powering standard 

appliances, Berker has an outlet solution for every need. 
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•  

12V USB A+C SOCKET OUTLET 

Code: MAN0011023 
Berker Integro 12V USB A+C / PD+QC charging socket outlet 

 

•  

Socket Outlet 

Code: 9-4570-25-15 
Motor vehicle power socket 12V 10A 
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Sustainability and the Environment. Berker’s commitment to 

sustainability is reflected in its manufacturing processes and product 

materials. The company strives to minimize its environmental impact 

by using eco-friendly materials and implementing energy-efficient 

production methods. This dedication to sustainability resonates with 

environmentally conscious consumers who seek products that align 

with their values. 

Long Lasting, Reliable Products. In addition to their aesthetic appeal 

and safety features, Berker socket outlets are known for their 

durability and longevity. The brand’s commitment to quality ensures 

that its products meet stringent industry standards, making them 

reliable and long-lasting. This durability is especially crucial for 

electrical components, as they are subjected to frequent use and 

potential wear and tear. 

  

To recap, Berker socket outlets represent a harmonious blend of 

design, safety, versatility, sustainability, and technological innovation. 

Whether used in mobile living applications or medical equipment, 

these outlets deliver on multiple fronts, meeting the diverse needs of 

the various markets they are used in. As the electrical industry 

continues to evolve, Berker remains at the forefront, providing reliable 



and stylish solutions that enhance both the functionality and 

aesthetics of modern applications. 

View the range on our website, then contact us for a quotation or 

technical assistance – https://www.abcomponents.co.uk/product-

category/berker-sockets-and-switches 
01258 456360    sales@abcomponents.co.uk 

•  
Socket Outlet 

Code: 8-4571-25-XX 
12v Power Socket 
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•  

Socket Outlet 

Code: 8-4572-25-XX 
12V + SAT socket 
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